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TARGET : JEE /MBBS
A WORD TO PARENTS
Stimulate Your Child's Maths & Science Talent
With
Our Target: JEE / MBBS Course
New Challenges
Surely these are times that belong to those who are born with a computer in
hand! The prodigy of yesteryears is a normal child of today. For our youth to
stay in the race, their I.Q. has to go up, up, up!
If you watch closely you may see in your school-going child, the signs of a
budding Maths-Science Wizard. The best of schools may not find the time to pay
special attention to your ward's exceptional flair for Maths and Science. You
owe it to your child, to yourself and to the country, to do something about it, in
this age of galloping technology — to give your child that extra input for the
exercise of his mind in Maths and Science.
Our Children's Potential is Limitless
Properly nourished, our children's potential is limitless. The limit of their
growth is the standard we set for them. We have to develop their ability for
independent thinking and analysis, without making mental monsters of them.
Their awareness of Maths and Science has to be heightened very early in this age
of the Information Super Highway.
It is against this background that Brilliant's Target: JEE / MBBS Courses seek to
give your growing child that extra input so necessary for carving out such a
successful professional career.
How Target:IIT/MBBS is Designed to Meet The Challenge
Target: JEE / MBBS is designed to groom children to be ready when the time
comes for technological and medical courses. Our experienced Professors,
extremely familiar with the JEE Main , JEE Advanced and BITSAT,
(for
admission to the Birla Institute of Science and Technology) have prepared the
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lesson material to enable the young students, stepping into high school (Stds. IX
and X) to get a firm grasp of basic concepts in Maths, Physics and Chemistry;
and upon entry into Std. XI, to be better placed in order to boldly face the
rigours of a 2-year preparation for the JEE, Main and Advanced.
The Practice of Medicine - a Mission of Mercy
The practice of medicine, as a mission of mercy, has a compelling fascination for
young tender minds and hearts sensitive to suffering. To be truly of service, a
would-be practitioner has to master a tremendous volume of information related
to the art and science of healing.
Though a systematic, disciplined medical course comes much later, the growing
child has to be fed the rudiments of Science. The earlier the better. There is a
limit to what our schools can do in this direction. A little extra out-of-school
study is needed to round off a child's education and to meet the requirements of
the National-Eligibility-cum-Entrance Test (NEET-UG) for admission to
almost all the State and Private Medical Colleges across the country. Our
material also carries a comprehensive section on Biology.
Thus, Target: JEE / MBBS has four segments – Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry
and Biology.
Target: JEE / MBBS is organised, structured and presented in such a manner that
the eager young minds will have a smooth and easy passage - complementing and
supplementing, but not in any way hampering, regular school work.
Finally, on completing Target: JEE / MBBS, our students will have a distinct
advantage over other students, not only with regard to their performance in the
Standard X Public Exam, but also in the preparatory courses for the Entrance
Exams for admission to the IITs and NITs other Engineering Colleges as well as
Medical Colleges across the country.
Throughly updated and tailored to suit children's needs, the course is, evenly
structured and presented so that the eager minds will have a smooth and easy
passage through it – complementing and supplementing, but not in any way
hampering, regular school work.
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AND REMEMBER, when your children moves to Std.XI or its equivalent,
Brilliant can be with them all the way with our
+ Two-year ELITE Course towards JEE Main and JEE Advanced and
BITSAT for admission to the IITs, NITs and other Engineering Colleges.
+ Two-year CBSE-PLUS Course towards NEET-UG and Medical
Entrance Exams conducted by AIIMS, JIPMER and CMC, Vellore.
Enrolment for the Target: JEE / MBBS course opens in January of the year the
student will enter Standard VIII.
Students also have the option to enroll in our SKOOL − PREP ⊙ Series of
On-line Tests for classes 8-10.
R

These chapter wise tests will reinforce what is learnt in school and our course
material; the Full Syllabus Tests will give students a good idea of their level of
preparedness for their final class exams and the all important Std. X Board Exam.
Managing Director
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A Valuable Add-on Support Service of
Internet-based Online Test Series
for our Targert: IIT / MBBS Students
The Bane of Rote Leaning
As a young student, when you learn Maths and Science subjects, you can truly
develop your analytical thinking. Such analytical capability will stand you in
good stead right through Undergraduate and Postgraduate studies. It will also
provide a firm foundation for a creditable performance in various Competitive
Entrance Exams — helping you access the career of you choice. All this is
possible ONLY if you 'learn to understand' rather than 'learn by rote' to
regurgitate in the school exams. Learning by rote limits you to just securing good
marks in school exams. It does precious little to develop your understanding of
concepts and analytical thinking capability. And it fails miserably, therefore, in
grooming you to possess the capabilities to face the challenges of you future, in
your professional as well as personal life.
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The Art of Studying Right
The art of studying well engenders the creation of a passion for the subject you
learn. You must be thrilled to go from one topic to the next — as you discover a
growing interest in the subject. After all, your time is precious and can't be spent
on 'boring' learning. Learn to understand. Learn to love the subject you're
learning. When you attain this healthy attitude, your fears of exams will fly
away. All you'll be left with is CONFIDENCE - solid as a rock. And that rock
will be the foundation for your career in the future, besides being the support to
help you face the challenges of life in general.
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TARGET : JEE /MBBS 2018 - 2019
COURSE HIGHLIGHTS
For whom intended
This course is intended for students of Classes IX and X who are studying
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Biology in recognised schools. While
the syllabus followed is that of the CBSE board, we believe it will help all
students in building a firm foundation in Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry
and Biology.
Aim of the Course
The course builds a strong base effectively supplementing and expanding
the knowledge acquired in school.
Nature of the Course
The following courses are offered:
•

One-Year Target: IIT/MBBS: For students of Class VIII.

•

Two-Year Target:IIT/MBBS: For students of Class IX.

•

One-Year Target:IIT/MBBS -Part I: For students of Class IX.

•

One-Year Target:IIT/MBBS -Part II: For students of Class X.

All are Correspondence Courses and are in the English medium only.
Despatch of Lesson Materials
Despatch of course material will begin in April of each year and will be in the
form of 3 sets of material in Maths and Science for class VIII and of 6 sets of
material each for Classes IX and X sent at roughly monthly intervals.
Supplementary Learning Material
In addition to the course lessons, the following Supplementary Material is also
provided for each of the classes IX and X.
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In addition to the course lessons, the following Supplementary Material is also
provided for each of the classes IX and X.
(i) A Booklet titled "Makers of Modern Science"
(ii) Glossary of technical Terms in Physics, Chemistry and Biology
(iii) Practical Manuals both in Physics and in Chemistry
all meant to increase the sum total of the students' knowledge of Mathematics
and the Science subjects.
Exercises
Each lesson in the 4 subjects includes exercises for the student to answer at home,
after careful study of the lesson itself.
Solutions to these exercises will also be provided in the same set, so that the
student can check his/her working against the solutions provided.
Postal Test Papers
There will be two Tests in the one-year course and four in the two-year course 2 in each year sent with Sets 3 and 6 respectively. The Test Papers in each of the
4 subjects - Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics and Biology - should be answered
by the students at home under strict examination conditions. Solutions will be
sent separately.
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Highlights of Brilliant's
SKOOL EXAM PREP ⊙
R

ON-LINE TEST SERIES

1. SKOOL EXAM PREP is a top quality program of Internet- based Online Test
Series for students of Classes VIII, IX, X, XI and XII of the CBSE Board.
2. Inculcation of an understanding of Concepts and Analytical Thinking to solve
applied-theory problems is the bed-rock of the Skool Exam Prep⊙
R

programs.
3. The On-line Test Series includes Chapter-wise Tests; the number of tests
depending on the depth, breadth and complexity of the Chapter in question.
4. Students enrolled for these tests will be allowed to access each test three times
for greater practice.
5. Individual students' results will be posted on our website
www.brilliant-tutorials.com with a graphic representation of the scores
obtained, soon after completion of each Test. Besides, each student will also be
able to view the keys and detailed solutions to the questions/problems in each
Test.
How do Brilliant's SKOOL EXAM PREP Programs stand apart and ahead of
similar programs offered by other Institutes?
•

The quality, in terms of depth of coverage and complexity, of the questions in
our Test Series is far superior to that of other Institutes' offerings.
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•

Quantitatively too, our Tests are more exhaustive of the syllabus covered in
each Chapter, as each of our Tests is of 1 hour and 30 minutes duration,
compared to the much shorter tests offered by others.

•

Consequent to the qualitative and quantitative superiority of Brilliant's
SKOOL EXAM PREP ⊙ Programs, they truly assist students to develop
R

conceptual understanding and analytical thinking capability of a very high
order.
As a result of these advantages, Brilliant's SKOOL EXAM PREP ⊙ serves to
R

build a rock-solid foundation to anchor students' more serious final preparation
phase, while in Classes XI and XII , for Competitive Entrance Exams like the
JEE, BITSAT, CBSE's NEET-UG, the Entrance Tests conducted by AIIMS,
JIPMER, CMC and the Engineering Entrance Exams of almost all States in the
country.
We, at Brilliant, are pleased to be able to offer career-minded youngsters of our
country this additional support of technology-enabled, Online Testing, a
convenient form of comprehensive learning and self-assessment in their quest for
a bright future.
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Fees
Fees (Inclusive of GST)

For Std 8

Rs. 11,924/-

For Std 8 with Online Test Series

Rs. 15,464/-

Part I for Std 9

Rs. 11,924/-

Part I for Std 9 with Online Test Series

Rs. 15,464/-

Part II for Std 10

Rs. 11,924/-

Part II for Std 10 with Online Test Series

Rs. 15,464/-

Two-year Integrated Course for Stds 9 & 10

Rs. 19,075/-

(for Students of Std 9 only)
Two-year Integrated Course for Stds 9 & 10

Rs. 22,025/-

with One-year (for Std 10) Online Test Series
Two-year Integrated Course for Stds 9 & 10

Rs. 24,975/-

with Two-year Online Test Series
(for Students of Std 9 only)

The fee is payable in full, upon enrolment. We do not have an instalment facility.
Fees, once paid, will not be refunded or adjusted under any circumstances.
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PROCEDURE FOR ENROLMENT
Enrolment for this course opens January 01, 2018 for the 2018-2019 academic
year.
The student should send us:
1. The Enrolment Form, completed and signed by student and Parent/Guardian
on both sides, and with a passport size photograph pasted in the space
provided.
2. Two additional signed copies of the photograph (preferably colour) with the
Enrolment Form.
Note: Enrolment Forms without the three photographs will not be
accepted.
3. Payment can be made by:
a. A crossed Demand Draft, drawn in favour of Brilliant IT Enabling
Services Pvt. Ltd., payable at Chennai.
or b. Net Banking / Bank Transfer (Bank Routing Details on Enrolment Form).
Personal cheques will not be accepted.
Note: Students resident outside India must follow the remittance instructions
given on the Enrolment Form they receive.
Note: When calling to enquire about the status of your application, please have
the following information ready:
• A copy of your Enrolment form
• D/D Number and Date
• Issuing Bank / Post Office
• For Net Banking Online Bank Payment: Reference Number /
Transaction Confirmation Number and Date
• Mode of Despatch of Application (Courier, Registered Post, Speed
Post, Ordinary Post)
• Date of Despatch
Please wait at least 15 days after date of despatch before calling.
Note: It is imperative that all students enrolling in this course provide us with
their email addresses and cell phone numbers and also check their email
often. All communication for this course will be sent to our students only
by email.
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REQUESTS FOR CHANGE OF ADDRESS ETC.

Normally we do not accept any advice for stoppage of despatch of study
material. Change of address, or, in exceptional cases, stoppage or resumption of
despatch etc. will be implemented only if requested by a letter signed by the
student and parent / guardian. Telephone requests will not be honoured unless
confirmed in writing.
This policy is designed to prevent fraud and to safeguard the interests of our
genuine students.
Please allow 15 days from the date of receipt, for implementation of the
change.

All matters are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in Chennai only.

